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All projects, but e
especially majo
or infrastructure projects wh
here
the
ere are very maany critical pro
ogramme interrfaces, are at rissk of
dellay and additio
onal costs shou
uld the ground
d model upon which
the
e various contrracts are plann
ned and bid subsequently pro
ove to
be inaccurate. W
With very high levels of programme compleexity
and
d interdependency, no partyy can afford no
ot to establish a single
com
mmon accuratte and reliable ground mode
el and take thiss
through procurement and into
o construction.
gh Speed 2 (HSS2) is an examp
ple of a project with high levvels of
Hig
pro
ogramme interrdependency that
t
will involv
ve the construcction of
som
me 225km of n
new railway in Phase 1 from London
L
to
Birm
mingham and a further 365kkm in Phase 2 from
f
Birmingh
ham to
Lee
eds and Manch
hester (Figure 1). The works are linear and
com
mprise significcant geotechniical works inclu
uding numero
ous
tun
nnels.

tha
at GBRs have been
b
reintroduuced. Many of the major projjects
ide
entified above are currently uusing or will usse GBRs in theiir
con
ntracts. In the UK, GBRs havee very rapidly become accep
pted,
parrticularly for major
m
geotechnnical works and
d underground
d
pro
ojects. It is worthwhile brieflly examining the various facttors
tha
at have encourraged the uptaake of the GBR
Rs, these includ
de:
 Employer
E
is usually public sectorr or major listed private compan
ny
working
w
within a regulated indusstry;
 Both
B
the Employer and Project a re high profile;
 Sensible
S
budgetss and timescaless are set;
 Mature
M
business and project riskk management processes
p
are being
used;
u
 Obligations
O
unde
er health and saffety legislation where
w
the toleraance is
often
o
‘below zero
o’;
 Competent
C
mana
agement teams;;
 All
A parties motiva
ated to avoid faiilures and disputtes – they all kno
ow it
costs!
 Set
S good examplle for industry – go out of their way
w to do so;
 Contractors
C
now demand GBRs;
 In
nformed by bettter quality grounnd investigation;
 Accepted
A
by all as
a being the righht way to go - no
o negative feedb
back.

Tim
mes have changed and one d
does not have to go too far back
b
to
rem
member the co
onsiderable dillemma that, ass an Employer,, the
Author had in de
eciding what innformation sho
ould be provid
ded to
bid
dders on the ground and incllude in the con
ntract. An Emp
ployer
wo
ould do its utm
most to avoid taaking any risk for
f the ground
d,
desspite the proviisions of stand
dard forms of contract
c
which meant
tha
at the risk for the ground wass theirs (a reve
ersal of the possition in
law
w). It was comm
mon not to proovide any information or, if any,
a
jusst factual groun
nd investigatioon reports and
d definitely nott a
geo
otechnical inte
erpretative rep
port.

Figu
ure 1 High Spee
ed 2

Witth a budget off nearly £50 billion, HS2 is no
ot the only maj or
pro
oject in the UK
K. The UK is see
eing unprecedented levels o
of
inv
vestment in maajor infrastructture and particcularly in trans port
infrrastructure. Re
ecent and currrent projects in
nclude Crossraail 1,
upg
grades of majo
or main line railway termini, upgrades of th
he
Lon
ndon’s major u
underground rail
r interchanges (e.g. Totten
nham
Court Road, Victo
oria Station, Baank Station, Kin
ngs Cross Statiion),
the
e Northern Line
e Extension, th
he Lee Tunnel sewer and thee
Tha
ames Tideway ‘supersewer’ across
a
London
n. Future plann
ned
pro
ojects also include a second Crossrail
C
(the Chelsea-Hackn
C
ney
Line of old), a thirrd Crossrail (no
orth-south), a Bakerloo
B
Line
mproved rail co
onnectivity with Heathrow Aiirport,
Exttension and im
tog
gether with numerous underrground station upgrades.
Reiinvigoration off GBRs
Gro
ound reference
e conditions or geotechnical baseline repo
orts
(GB
BRs) originated
d in the UK in the
t mid-1970’ss but for some reason
the
ey never really caught on and
d it is only in th
he past 4 to 5 yyears

Figure 2 Constructiion of the Channnel Tunnel using
g a wedge block lining
eant that is was vulnerable
v
to sm
mall variations in geotechnical
me
cha
aracteristics of th
he Upper Cretacceous Chalk Marl.

The
e Channel Tun
nnel suffered frrom changed physical
p
groun
nd
con
nditions, which
h were due to the fact that there was insuffficient
gro
ound investiga
ation on the tuunnel alignmen
nt just offshore
e of the
United Kingdom and also to thhe choice of construction me
ethod,
wh
hich involved the constructioon of a wedge block lining be
ehind a
tun
nnel boring ma
achine withoutt a tailskin and
d without the option
o
of bolting
b
them (Figure
(
2). Connsequently, the ground was found
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to be vulnerable to caving and water ingress, making the works
dangerous and severely reducing progress initially. There was no
GBR (though at the time the principle of using one existed) and
no geotechnical interpretative report, just a few off-line
boreholes. The Author collected and collated information on the
ground as part of the Contractor’s successful claim for unforeseen
ground conditions. This example highlights the sensitivity of the
construction method to the variation in ground conditions and its
behaviour. The difficulties were made all the more impactful by
the fact that there was no flexibility in the construction method;
underlining the importance of having a single accurate ground
model agreed between the parties.
The primary purpose of the Employer providing information on
the physical conditions at the site is to ensure scope, cost and
programme certainty. Yes, the Contractor could undertake the
ground investigation but the scheme could be very different and
would definitely be far more costly than the original bid.
Furthermore, the process would be unacceptably too long.
Essentially, the Employer is ‘buying’ cost and programme
certainty in exchange for identifying and providing information
on the condition of the site. It logically follows that the
Contractor should also rely on the very same information that the
Employer has also relied upon to develop the scheme. It is
questionable as to what practical and contractual value caveats or
warranties placed on site information have. Arguably they have
none; though it is interesting that some Employer’s try to hide
behind them and, to a greater extent, standard forms of contract
still try to promote this illusion. It is far simpler to have a single
common agreed contractual basis for the ground.
In 2008, the Author instigated a meeting of major UK client
organisations and contractors to discuss the use of GBRs. The
initial reaction was that whilst they knew very little about them all
were very positive and all could see the immense benefits they
could bring. Used properly, GBRs are an important risk
management tool but in the UK there were other important
drivers encouraging their use.
In 2003 the British Tunnelling Society and Association of British
Insurers published the Joint Code of Practice for the Management
of Risk of Tunnel Works. The Code mandates the use of ground
reference conditions or a GBR. The ‘Conditions’ are to be
prepared by (or on behalf of) the Employer and issued with bid
documentation or, alternatively, by the Bidder to be submitted
with bids to be used by the Employer in the tender assessment
process. The objective was to overcome the ‘fuzziness’ and
inconsistent approach in standard forms of Conditions of
Contract, to obviate any argument as to the basis of the Contract
and to very simply demonstrate and confirm that somebody has
given some rational thought to the ground and its implications
for design and construction.
In the UK construction and its design is controlled through a very
powerful and successful piece of legislation called the
Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2007 (CDM),
which supplements the main health and safety legislation. The
regulations impart particular responsibilities on all the parties, not
least on the Employer and the Designer. It is recognised that the
role of the Designer is unique in identifying risk and eliminating it
and the Designer must consider health and safety of all those
involved in the project from its conception and through
construction; including those who will repair, maintain, clean,
refurbish and eventually demolish it. It has a duty to inform the
Employer of its obligations under the regulations. The Designer is
obliged to communicate the risks and hazards to others, prepare
a project specific risk assessment, add key information on health
and safety on the construction drawings and provide information
on how the design is to be constructed. Integral to this is the
Designer’s Risk Assessment (DRA). Clients, whether they are an
Employer or a Contractor, can now no longer accept a design
submission without one. Importantly, DRA’s must not be generic

but address specific issues relating to the works shown on the
drawings; they must include limitations placed on the design by
information available on the ground and they must include a plan
to obtain this information to resolve any outstanding design
issues. This consequently drives the requirement for ground
investigations and ensures that there are sufficient arrangements,
including funds to deal with issues regarding the ground.
Issues arising
Contractors are increasingly risk averse, their strength is their
ability to efficiently mobilise resources to provide a cost effective
engineering solution and their competitive edge is to be
innovative in how they do it. During the bid stage they are not
particularly interested in finding where they might be able to
make a claim, should they win, they are far more focussed on
winning. Rather they want to understand what the risks are and
to be able to discuss uncertainty and the costs of these risks up
front with an Employer. Interestingly, Contractors now actively
seek a GBR and may be reluctant to bid a project if one is not
presented. They will use the GBR to measure the effectiveness of
the Employer’s Site Information and gain an understanding of the
Employer’s tolerance to risk. They also want their competitors to
be equally informed. Importantly, they also want to pass the risk
for the ground down through their supply chain and they will use
the GBR to do this. Arguably, a GBR should be negotiable, as a
Contractor may propose a means or method that changes the risk
profile for an element of work.
The quality of the GBR demonstrates to the Bidders how well the
Employer understands what it seeks to buy, its knowledge of the
constraints on the provision of the works, its understanding of
risk and where its limits for responsibility lie and whether they are
sensible and practical. The Employer seeks cost and programme
certainty (with few claims) and will usually prepare a detailed cost
estimate prior to procurement. A smart Employer will also ensure
that it has prepared a risk register based on its design for the
works and that this is also costed so as to determine value and
likelihood so that a robust contingency can be allocated.
Employers may ask that the Risk Register is also priced by the
Contractor so that a common value can be agreed for the
contingency, which is then shared with the Contractor (this can
include, for example, provisional sums based on agreed
uncertainties). The Contractor’s take on the risk register and the
quality of its price for the risk items is a key item of scrutiny
during bid assessment. It should be noted that the cost of
preparing a GBR is negligible, compared to the cost of the project.
A concept fundamental to geological and geotechnical
interpretation and essential for GBRs is that of Homogeneous
Zones. A Homogeneous Zone is a 2D representation of 3D
volume of ground that has the same or similar properties. These
properties may be constant of vary very slightly within stated
bounds and are usually tied to a single design solution or form of
construction, such that there is a direct link between the
properties and the cost/programme for delivering that aspect of
the work within it. The geological/geotechnical interpretation
must be sufficiently refined to enable the cost/programme
couple to be accurately defined. Sometimes, particularly with
traditional tunnelling methods, payment may be explicitly linked
to the Homogeneous Zone and payment may be based on
measurement of the ground as it is revealed by the works. In
some countries, the Employer may seek compensation on a lump
sum contract should ground conditions be actually better than
anticipated.
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sho
ould be preparred sufficientlyy early in the development
d
o a
of
pro
oject so that it can influence the cost mode
el developed by
b the
Em
mployer and co
ontingencies foor variations in
n ground conditions
can
n be properly priced.
p
To com
mmence its pre
eparation at th
he
con
nclusion of dessign is just tooo late. GBRs are
e best prepare
ed
ind
dependently from the designn team by a ge
eotechnical spe
ecialist,
to allow
a
the unde
erlying assump
ptions made by
b the project team
t
to
be challenged an
nd hence allow
w the risk, cost and programm
me
mo
odel to be bestt informed. Thhe process is ite
erative and the
e
pre
eparation of GBR is very usefful at flushing out
o the true co
ost of
the
e project.
Conclusions

Figu
ure 3 A detailed 3D geological model
m
was produ
uced using the ssoftware
GSI3D for Farringdo
on Station for Crrossrail because it proved imposssible to
ably do the same using tradition
nal 2D methods (ALDISS, D T, BLLACK, M
relia
G, ENTWISLE,
E
D C, P
PAGE, D P, and TERRINGTON,
T
R L.
L 2012. Benefits of a 3D
geo
ological model fo
or major tunnellling works: an ex
xample from
Farringdon, east-ce
entral London, UK.
U Quarterly Jou
urnal of Engineeering
Geo
ology and Hydro
ogeology, Vol. 45
5, 405-414).

Soo
on, GBRs will b
be interrogable
e 3D geologica
al models of th
he
gro
ound fully com
mpatible with the 3D BIM model of the desiign of
the
e works. Some
e geological intterpretation so
oftware curren
ntly
ava
ailable even alsso allows ‘hom
mogeneous vollumes’ to be
attributed with g
geotechnical paarameters allo
owing their valu
ue in
spa
ace to be seen. A detailed ge
eological model suitable for
incorporation intto the GBR wass prepared for Farringdon Sttation
for Crossrail (Figu
ure 3).
A te
echnical or commercial docu
ument?
Following a joint British Tunnellling Society/B
British Geotech
hnical
Asssociation meetting in London
n in October 20
011, there wass some
deb
bate as to whe
ether a GBR waas a technical document
d
or a
com
mmercial one. The Author claimed that the document w
was a
com
mmercial one, whilst others (noticeably consultants!) tho
ought it
sho
ould be technical (Figure 4).

Figu
ure 4 A GBR is a commercial doccument.

The
ere is no doubt that the repo
ort has a technical basis but tthe
fina
al document iss very much a commercial
c
on
ne and should be
pre
epared in much
h the same waay as a specification or bill off
qua
antities, as arg
guably, this is in
ndeed what it is. The docum
ment

GB
BRs are here to stay, as for all parties, they make
m
commerccial
sen
nse. However, they must be done well sincce a poor GBR will
lea
ad to poor definition of risk aand it therefore
e follows that they
t
will lead to cost and
a programm
me uncertainty
y and to claims and
hen
nce potentially
y to disputes. Common misttakes are to givve this
rep
port to a juniorr member of thhe geotechnica
al design team
m to
dra
aft or to re-hash a geotechniccal interpretattive report prevviously
pro
oduced for dessign.
No
o one rule fits all. Each projecct is different and
a risk definittion
and
d allocation will be variable, though a GBR
R provides the means
to control
c
this. No
N one rule fitss all. The conte
ent of GBR dep
pends
on the scope and
d nature of thee works. A GBR
R should not be
e used
alo
one, it should be
b supported b
by good inform
mation on the site
and
d integrated in
nto the design and risk mana
agements proccess
being used on th
he project. A ggood geotechn
nical baseline should
s
be exactly that - a baseline. It sshould be suffiicient to confid
dently
asssure subsequent design and construction works.
w
Anticip
pated
varriations from th
he baseline caan be managed
d through the use of
the
e Risk Register and/or provisiional sums tha
at should be
disscussed up fron
nt. It is, therefoore, imperative that a geotecchnical
spe
ecialist is involved througho ut the procure
ement processs,
inccluding technic
cal and commeercial bid apprraisal and conttract
neg
gotiations.
The
e current trend
d is for GBRs too be prepared by the Employyer,
rather than by the Contractor, tthe reason for this is that Em
mployer
eds better definition of risk, ccost and programme at the
nee
com
mmencement of the projectt and cannot affford to have too
t
mu
uch variation as a result of thhe bid process. And, whilst th
hey are
being routinely used
u
for underrground workss, they are not
mmonly used on smaller geootechnical pro
ojects; this is an
n area
com
wh
here there has to be rapid chaange.
Fro
om a UK perspective the trad
ditional roles of the Employer and
Contractor are be
ecoming blurrred; the Employer is now ofte
en
t
the Contrractor with reg
gards to its pro
oject
bettter informed than
risk
ks. Consequen
ntly, we are noow seeing a far more integrattion of
the
e project teams with the variious Contracto
or’s bid teams
thrrough the proc
curement proccess, so that the risks are accurately
cap
ptured pre-ten
nder and well b
before a proble
em arises. The
ere are
ma
any innovative forms of proccurement, both
h formal and
info
ormal, that are
e now being ad
dopted. As a result,
r
the unde
erlying
bassis of the stand
dard forms of ccontract and th
he root cause of
o so
mu
uch of the prob
blem with channged ground conditions,
c
is being
b
rep
placed with mo
ore flexible conntract terms, with
w the GBR att the
corre of this proce
ess.
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